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Gulf Stream Meanders' Observations on the Deep Currents
W. E. JOHNS AND D. R. WATTS

GraduateSchoolof Oceanography,Universityof RhodeIsland, Kingston
During 1979-1980, an array of inverted echo sounders(IES) and three deep current meter moorings
were deployedon the continental slope 100-200 km northeastof Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. This
array continuouslymonitored the path of the Gulf Stream and the deep currents under it. The mean
currentsat two sites1000 m off the bottom near the northern edgeof the stream were veeredto the right
of the mean surfacepath, indicating a deep inflow to the stream. Mean currents 500 and 1000 m off the
bottom 50 km farther offshore were northeastward,nearly colinear with the surfaceGulf Stream path.
The deep velocity fluctuations are characterizedby a transition from transverseflow aligned with the
local bathymetry for periods longer than about 12 days to fluctuationswith a cross-streamorientation
for shorter periods. For periods between 4 days and 1 month, cross-streammovements of the Gulf
Stream temperaturefront are vertically coherent and nearly barotropic, based on correlationsbetween
the IES-measuredstreampath and deep temperaturefluctuations.Temperature fluctuationsat the current meter sites lead cross-stream(positive onshore) velocity fluctuations by approximately 90ø. Consideration of the nondiffusivefluctuating heat equation for deep layers suggestsa three-term balance
betweenlocal rate of change,cross-streamhorizontal advection,and vertical advection of temperature,

withthefirsttwobeing
oflikesign.KinematicallY,
thisrequires

ITl, sothatparcel
trajectories
in

the cross-streamplane are inclined at anglessteeperthan the mean cross-streamslope of the isotherms.
Eddy energy conversionbetween the fluctuations and the mean field in deep layers is predominantly
baroclinic,with e-foldinggrowth time scalesof approximately 10 days.

1.

INTRODUCTION

(,-, 150 km). Subsequently,Hogg [1981] and Thompson[1977]

The vertical coherence,structure, and energeticsof fluctuations in the Gulf Stream have been topics of great interest for
many years.Severalintensivestudieshave been carried out in
the Florida Current [Brooks and Niiler, 1977; Duing, 1975;
Duing et al., 1977] and in the Gulf Stream along the continental shelf south of Cape Hatteras [Brooks and Bane, 1983;
Bane et al., 1981; Lee and Atkinson, 1983]. These studieshave
generallyshown high vertical coherenceof velocity and temperature fluctuationson 1-2 week time scales.The available
evidencesuggeststhat these fluctuations are caused by vertically coherent,barotropic meandersof the lateral velocity and
density structure of the Gulf Stream. Associated with these
meanders are upwelling regions and "spin-off" or "frontal"
eddies [Lee, 1975], which propagate downstream with the
meandersat speedsof between 35 and 50 km/d [Brooks and
Bane, 1981].
Similar current observationsspanningthe water column are
not available for deep water regions northeast of Cape Hatteras, owing primarily to difficultiesin placing tall moorings
within the intense Gulf Stream flow. Of the deep current observationsexistingin this region [Luyten, 1977; Schmitzet al.,
1970], direct comparisonswith Gulf Stream path variability
were possibleonly during a 5-week time period when thermal
path data obtained by ship or aircraft were available. Interpretation of these data suggestedthat cross-streammotions associated with time scalesof approximately 5 days are vertically coherent [Robinsonet al., 1974] but that fluctuations at
lower frequenciesmay not be [Schmitz et al., 1970]. Luyten
[1977] moored an extensive array of deep current meters
under the Gulf Stream near 70øW and found large eddy variability, characterizedby burstsof bottom-intensifiedmeridional
flow of short zonal scale(_<50 km) but longer meridional scale
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showed

that these measurements

were consistent

with the kin-

ematics and disperion of topographic Rossby waves. The relationship, if any, between the deep currents in this region and
the variability of the surface Gulf Stream path has not been
established.

During 1979-1980, we collected a 12-month record from an
array of seven inverted echo sounders (IES) and four deep

current meters deployed 100 to 200 km northeast of Cape
Hatteras in 2000-4000 m water depth. This array continuously monitored the path of the Gulf Stream and the deep
currentsunder it. In an earlier paper [Watts and Johns,1982]
we describedin detail the measurementtechniquesusingIES's
in the Gulf Stream,and we presentedan observationaldispersion relationshipfor meandersin this region.In this paper we
concentrate on the deep currents, their energetics,and their
relationshipto the Gulf Stream path variability measuredby
IES.

2.

OBSERVATIONS

Current meter moorings were set at three locations in 30004000 m water depth during 1979 and 1980. The sites were
chosento be within the historicalenvelopeof meanderingof
the Gulf Stream, in a region where meanders are known to
exhibit rapid spatial growth yet where the lateral excursions

are still smallenoughso that a limited array would adequately
span and monitor variations within the stream. The sites are
shown in Figure 1. Currents and temperatures1000 m off the
bottom were obtained at site 1 during May-November 1979
(CM791), at site 2 during May-August 1979 (CM792) and
November 1979 to July 1980 (CM802), and at site 3 during
,

November 1979-July 1980(CM803). On the latter deployment
(November 1979 to July 1980), site 2 had a second current
meter at 500 m off the bottom (CM802L) that was a Niskin
winged current meter. All others were vector-averagingcurrent meters.The spacingbetweencurrent meter siteswas approximately 50 km; sites1 and 2 were zonally oriented within
the Gulf Stream, and sites 2 and 3 were separated across
stream. During these deployments,IES sites were maintained
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Fig. 1. Surveyarea. IES sitesare shownas black squares,formingthree sections:A, upstream;B, central; and C,
downstream.Current meter sitesare shownas oper/circles,with vectorsindicatingmean currents.At site 2 the shortest
vectoris the 9-monthmean of 500 m off the bottom (site2L), and the intermediateand longestvectorsare meansof 1000
m off the bottomfor the 3-monthand 9-monthdeployments,
respectively.
The north-wallenvelope(longand shortdashes)
hasbeenconstructed
from historicalpathsdeterminedfrom shipboard(XBT and towedthermistor)and AXBT surveys.

at the locations shown in Figure 1 to monitor fluctuationsin
the location of the Gulf Stream'snorth wall (15øC at 200 m)
accordingto the method describedin Watts and Johns[1982;
hereafter WJ82].
The velocity and temperaturetime seriesat each of the sites

an inflow from the slopewater, or it may be a manifestationof
the vertical veering of current associatedwith advection of
heat [Bryden, 1975]. For the observed weekly-to-monthly
time scales of motion (shown below) one may assume that
measurementsseparatedby 1 month are statisticallyindepenare shownin Figure 2 and labeledaccordingto the above dent, and thereforea rough estimateof the number of degrees
codes.All of the data recordshave been low-passfiltered with
of freedom (M) associated with each estimate of the mean
a 24-hour half-width Gaussian window and then subsampled current can be obtained by dividing the respective record
at 12-hour intervals.
length by 1 month. The standard deviation of the mean is then
estimated by dividing the sample standard deviation of each
3. RESULTS
velocity component by the square root of M. Mean current

The velocity and temperature time series(Figure 2) exhibit
variability on time scalesranging from a few days to about 1
month. The visual coherencebetween sites is generally quite
poor, except for a few eventsthat can be traced (e.g.,between
sites 1 and 2 during late May and June and between sites 2
and 3 during mid-June). During these periods, current reversals at the western, upslope sites (1 and 3) appear to lead
those at the eastern, downslope site (2) by 1-2 days. Surprisingly,strong extendedperiods of southwardflow at site 3
(near the northern edge of the Gulf Stream) often coincide
with strong northward or northeastward flows at site 2 (farther offshorewithin the stream).The currentsat 500 and 1000
m off the bottom on mooring 2 are very coherent,with consistently lower speedsat the deepermeter, exceptfor occasional
eventsof bottom-intensifiedflow (into the northeastquadrant
around January 3 and April 8 and into the southwestquadrant around March 1). These events coincide with rapid temperature changesof typically 0.1-0.2øC.
The means and variances of the deep current and temperature records are summarized in Table 1 together with the
current meter depths and bottom depths at each of the sites.
The variance in the v component (north) is typically larger
than that of the u component (east). The mean currents (the
vectorsin Figure 1) at sites1 and 3 in 3000 m water depth are
veered roughly 45ø to the right of the mean surface path,
whereasat site 2 in 3700 m water depth the mean current is
approximatelycolinear with the surfacemean path. This veering to the right of the surfacecurrent may be associatedwith

standard deviations

estimated in this manner

are indicated in

parenthesesin Table 1. These error estimatesimply that the
inflow componentat site 3 is significantlynonzero,whereasat
site 1 it is marginallynonzero.
The kinetic, potential, and total eddy energy spectra for
each site are shown in Figure 3. All spectraand crossspectra
computedhere were formed by breaking up the recordsinto
48-day segments,removingthe mean, windowing with a Hanning (cosine)window in the time domain, Fourier transforming, and ensembleaveraging.Segmentswere overlappedby 24

days(i.e.,50%).The resultingadjacentspectralestimates
at 48
days, 24 days, 16 days, etc., have effective bandwidths of
0.0312 cpd and are thus overlappedin the frequencydomain
by 33% (i.e., adjacent estimatesare 67% independent).Some
of the cross spectra (shown later) have subsequentlybeen
averagedover two frequencybandsto improve the reliability
of estimates.

The eddy energyis definedby

providedthat the verticalpotentialtemperature
gradient0: is
known and that the T/S relation is sufficientlywell defined
that P'/Po = •z(T,S)T' is a reasonableapproximation of the
fluctuating density [Bryden, 1979]. The first two terms in
bracketsabove representthe eddy kinetic energy,and the last

termis eddypotentialenergy.The ratio •/0: variesfromsite
to site,rangingfrom approximately
11 to 15 cm/øC•';0: is
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TABLE 1. Mooring Statistics
Current

Current
Site

Lati-

Meter

tude,

Record

øN

Longi- Dura- Bottom Meter
tude, tion, Depth, Depth,
øW
days
m
m

1

CM791

35o51.3 ' 73o50.2 '

185

3O7O

1955

2
2
2L
3

CM792
CM802
CM802L
CM803

35o55.7 '
35o55.8 '
35o55.8 '
36 ø18.0'

101
241
241
241

3690
3680

2685
2665

3680
3070

3170
2060

73o13.7
73o13.7
73o13.7
73o37.0

'
'
'
'

T, øC
Mean

3.640
3.038
3.127
2.194
3.489

a

0.058
0.073
0.094
0.066
0.073'

u, cm/s
Mean

4.2 (+
2.5 (+
4.1 (+
0.6 (+
2.2 (+

v, cm/s
a

Mean

a

1.6) 3.8 -0.3 (+ 2.4) 5.8
1.5) 2.7
1.6 (+2.6) 4.7
1.5) 4.2
3.6 (+__
1.8) 5.1
1.2) 3.4
0.8 (+ 1.0) 2.8
1.3)' 3.5' - 1.2 (+ 2.0)' 5.6

The parameteru is the eastcomponentof velocity,v is the north componentof velocity.The number
in parenthesesafter each mean velocity estimate is the standard deviation of the mean, assuminga
monthly time scale(e.g.,6 degreesof freedomfor a 6-month record); a is the samplestandard deviation
of a quantity.

calculated from available hydrographic and "Pegasus"data
(see section4.1), and 0• is calculatedfrom Wright and Worthington's[1970] standardwesternNorth Atlantic deep water

that vbpoints up the slopeand % points along the slope.The
orientations of the isobaths at sites 1, 2, and 3 are 001ø, 025ø,

and 014øT, respectively,obtained by fitting a line segmentof
[OS]curve.Uncertainties
in 0•(10%)and 0: (15%)introduce 40-km length (approximately one Rossby radius) along the
an additional _+25% error into the eddy potential energyesti- isobaths at each mooring location. Subscript "s" refers to a
mates.
systemaligned with the mean near-surfaceGulf Stream path
The eddy kinetic energyand eddy potential energyare simi- determinedby the IES array such that Vspoints crossstream
lar in size,differingmost at sites1 and 2, wherekinetic energy (321øT) and us points downstream(051øT). In all cases,z is
is 1.5 to 2 times larger than potential energy over a broad positiveupward.
band from 24 to 4 days. Figure 4 compares eddy kinetic
energyat all sites.At low frequenciesthe eddy kinetic energy
4. GULF STREAM MEANDERS
at all sites 1000 m off the bottom is similar, but at site 2L (500
m off the bottom) it is smaller by about a factor of 2. For 4.1. Vertical Coherence and Structure
periods lessthan 10 days the eddy kinetic energyspectrafor
Displacementsof the Gulf Stream axis at periodsbetween4
the three sites 1000 m off the bottom diverge,remaining largdays and 1 month have been shown to be significantlycoherest at site 1. Site 1 is almost directly beneath the near-surface
ent over the 100 km distance separating sectionsA and C,
high-velocityaxis of the Gulf Stream, while sites2 and 3 are with phaselags indicatingdownstreampropagationat speeds
offshore and onshore of this central axis, respectively.At the
of 20-40 km/d (WJ82). The displacementspectraG(Y) at seccurrent meter depths near 2000 m, all three moorings are tionsA, B, and C are red (spectralslopesoff-2 to f-3), with
within the cyclonicportion of the deepGulf Stream.
no significant features otherwise. Another, perhaps more reThe dynamical signaturesof the deep current fluctuations vealing, way to look at the data is to consider the spectral
are most clearly illustrated by computingrotary spectra[Fo- distribution of the rate of cross-streamdisplacementof the
fortoff, 1969]' the varianceellipsesso producedare shown in Gulf Streamaxis,G(t•Y/t•t)= to2G(y),shownin Figure6 for
Figure 5. We have divided the variance into two bands-section B. The displacementrate, or lateral velocity, of the
periods between 4 and 10 days and periods greater than 10 Gulf Stream axis is broadly peaked in the 4-10 day band,
days--based on the marked change in orientation of the indicating simply a larger amplitude-to-frequencyratio in this
major axesthat occurredat all sitesnear 10 days.
band. It is therefore reasonableto expect that deep velocity
The 4-10 day variance ellipsesare smaller by almost an fluctuationsassociatedwith the meanderingprocesswill stand
order of magnitude than the long-period ellipsesand tend to
out above the noise more clearly in this band than at either
be more isotropic. Yet they are still somewhatelongated and
lower or higher frequencies.
point consistentlyNNW-SSE, approximately acrossthe mean
Figure 7 showstime seriesof cross-streamvelocity(vs)and
direction of flow (051øT) of the Gulf Stream during this period.
temperature (T) at site 3 along with the time seriesof northThe low-frequency ellipses are quite elongated, with major wall displacement(Y) along IES sectionB relative to its mean

axes of approximately30 cm2/s2. These motionsreflect a

strong bottom constraint,similar to topographic Rossbywave
motions observed in water depths shallower than 4000 m
during the 1974 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI) "Rise Array" [Luyten, 1977] and also near WHOI
site "D" (39ø10'N, 70øW) [Thompson and Luyten, 1976]. In
section 5 we examine the properties of these motions and
discussconsistencywith topographic Rossby wave (TRW)
propertiesin greater detail. The 4-10 day fluctuationscan flow
at large angles relative to the bathymetry, and their crossstream orientation suggestsa correlation with lateral translations of the Gulf Stream. This topic is exploredin section4.
In the sectionsthat follow we shall adopt two coordinate
rotations onto which the currentswill be projected.Subscript
"b" refers to a systemaligned with the local bathymetry such

position (Y - 0). Severaleventsof onshore/offshoremovement
(increasing/decreasingY) with periods of approximately 10
daysand lessare clearlycorrelatedwith changesin T and
Visually, temperatureincreasesduring theseeventsare nearly
in phasewith onshoremovementsof the Gulf Stream,while v
fluctuationslag T and Y, so that onshoreflows correspondto
decreasingtemperaturesand vice versa.
As a kinematic interpretation,let the location of the crossstream temperaturefront at any depth z be given by the Fourier sum

Y(xs,z, t)= • Y•(z)ei4"(:)e
Near-surfaceresults(WJ82) indicate that such a linear superpositionis a valid representationof the variability. Y•(z)is the
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Fig. 3. Kinetic(KE),potential
(PE),andtotal(KE + PE)eddyenergy
at currentmetersitesforperiods
from4 to 48
days.Estimates
at site2 haveapproximately
18degrees
of freedom'
sites2L and3, approximately
14degrees
of freedom

each'and site1, approximately10 degreesof freedom.

depth-varyingamplitudeof a constituentwave n travelingin
themeandownstream
directionxsat speed%. The phase•b,of
the wave may also vary with depth. (•b, is related to, but
distinctfrom, the verticalphasevariationof the perturbation
pressurefound in baroclinicinstability models [cfi Eady,
1949]. The temperaturefield is relatedhydrostaticallyto the

where Tysis the mean cross-stream
temperaturegradient.A
measureof how barotropicthe lateraldisplacements
are may

bedefined
by theratioofthedeepfrontdisplacement
?,(z2)to
the near-surface
displacement
?,(z•) measuredby IES,
namely,

verticalderivativeof pressure.)
Historically, sectionsacrossthe Gulf Stream have shown

that the baroclinicityin the temperature(and density)field
extendsto the bottom. If temperaturevariationsat a current
meter,at somedepth z2, are producedentirelyby lateral excursionsof the deeptemperaturefront, then

Y(z•) is

$. =

1

dY(z2)
=[•ys(Z2)•-•'
dT(z2)

In the above,GT, and Gr, are the temperature
and displacement autospectra,respectively.The phasebetween r(z2) and

(1)

(3)

If T and Y are coherent,(2) givesan estimateof the ampli-
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Fig. 6. One-yearensemble-averaged
spectrumof the rate of path
displacement
(lateralvelocityof the Gulf Streamaxis)at IES section
B (seeFigure 1).

tude ratio Rn, and (I)n givesan estimateof the vertical phase
tilt. Operationally,the surfacepath displacement
recordsY(xs,
z, t) are referencedto the appropriatealong-streampositionof
the current meter sites by adjusting Ckn(Z•)to account for
downstreampropagation.This (small) phaseshift is kn6xsi

i

(211:fn/Cn)'
(SXs,where 6x• is the along-stream separation between sites,and where Cnis taken from the dispersionrelation
for Gulf Stream meandersreported in WJ82.

In (2), Ty•(Z2)
has beenestimatedfrom threehydrographic
sections [Barrett and Schmitz, 1971' Richardson and Knauss,
1971; Warren and Volkman, 1968] and ten "Pegasus"sections
(H. T. Rossby,unpublisheddata, 1984) acrossthe Gulf Stream
that were projected normal to the instantaneouspath. From

each sectionthe averageTys was computedover approxiE ELLIPSES

•

•
//•

/ :"/.•/

-- > 10 days

.....
4-10
days
o•,
, •,o
cm2/sec2

o

mately one Rossby radius (40 km), centered on T = 3.5øC,
z = 2000 m (appropriate to site 3); T = 3.6øC, z- 2000 m
(site 1); and T= 3.1øC, z= 2650 m (site 2), yielding

Tys= 0.0045q-0.0005øC/km, 0.0045q-0.0006øC/km, and
0.0050 q- 0.0007øC/km,respectively.Sincetheseare not signifi-

candydifferent,
weuseTy•= 0.0050øC/km
( q-20%).
Figure 8 (a, b, c) showsthe crossspectrabetweennorth-wall
position Y along IES sectionB and temperaturesat sites 1, 2,
and 3. We have chosen to work exclusively with section B
becauseit is central to the current meter array. Similar calculations, using sectionsA and C, yield essentiallyredundant
resultsbecauseof the high coherenceand phase stability observedbetweennorth-wall displacementsat sectionsA, B, and
C.

,•

mean
current
•,o
0

5

cm/sec

•

I

I

74 ø

73 ø

Fig. 5. Variance ellipses(accordingto upper scale)for sites1000
m off`the bottom. Large, solid ellipsesindicate summedvariance for
periodsgreater than 10 days; small, dotted ellipsesindicatesummed
variance for periods between 4 and 10 days. Vectors indicate mean
current velocities(accordingto lower scale)1000 m off`the bottom.

The (Y, T) coherenceat site 3, near the northern edgeof the
Gulf Stream, is quite high and significantat the 90% level for
periods between 4 days and a month. At sites 1 and 2 the
coherenceis marginal, significantonly at periods near 5 and 9
days at site 1 and at periods from 4 to 9 days and near 1
month at site 2. The low coherence(relative to significance

levels)at site 1 may be due partly to the short 3«-month
record available there; however, the offshore decay in covariability at site 2 relative to that at site 3 is pronounced.
Figure 8b showsthe vertical phase tilt (pn(22)- (pn(21)with
only significantlycoherent points plotted. The phasesare clustered near zero, ranging from -35 ø to q-32ø. There is no
apparent variation with frequency.Random phase errors at
the 90% confidence level, based on the observed coherence
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The front displacementsare thereforeessentiallybarotropic
and in phase vertically. The vertical coherenceis highest near
the northern edge of the Gulf Stream at site 3, slightly shoreward of the mean position of the north wall. The sharp reduction in vertical coherence near 5-day periods at site 2
might be due to a relative increasein eddy noise there, or a
real decreasein signal,or somecombination of the two. However,the temperaturevariancein the 5-10 day band at site 2 is
only about half that at site 3 (Figure 8c). Sincethe deep crossstream temperaturegradient is nearly equal at thesetwo sites,
this implies that the lateral displacementof deep isothermsin
the 5-10 day band actually decreasesas one moves offshore
and/or deeper.This is not the casefor periodsnear 1 month,
which have similar coherenceand Rn at both sites2 and 3. At
theselong periods the meandersare barotropic and in phase,
and they appear to span the full width of the mean baroclinic
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By direct cross-spectralcalculations,deep fluctuationsin T
and vs can be seento propagatedownstreamwith characteristics similar to surfacemeanders(Figure 9). The average coherence squared of temperature fluctuations between sites 1
and 2 is approximately 0.5-0.6 in the 4-day to 1-month band,
reaching a local minimum of •0.3 near 9 days and dropping
off sharply at periods shorter than 4 days. The downstream
coherencesquaredof vs,also shownin Figure 9, is significant
between sites 1 and 2, with a frequencydependencesimilar to
that of the temperaturefluctuations.In the 5-10 day band the
phaselag of vs betweenthese sitesis remarkably consistent
with WJ82's observedmeanderpropagationcurve sketchedin
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Fig. 8. (a) Coherence
squared(72),(b)phase((I),; seeequation(3)),
and (c) amplitude ratio (R,) crossspectrabetweenGulf Stream path
displacementsmeasured at IES section B (see Figure 1) and deep
temperature fluctuations at current meter sites 1 (open circles), 2
(solid circles),and 3 (triangles).The 90% confidencelevels for nonzero coherencesquared are indicated by arrows at the right of Figure
8a. The approximate number of degreesof freedom are 9 for site 1, 36
for site 2, and 27 for site 3.
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temperature variability at sites 2 and 3. Based on typical velocity and temperature scalesobservedat the sites(u', v'- 10
cm/s; T'-0.1øC) and assuminghorizontal length scalesL of
0(100 kin), the ratio of the nonlinear terms to the leading
linear advectionterm v'OT/•y, is T'/LOT/•y, • 20%. Therefore
the nonlinear heat flux terms [O(u'T')/Ox, O(v'T')/Oy]may be
significant but should not be as large as the linear terms.
Direct resultssupportingthis assertionare presentedin Johns
[1984], where the effectsof nonlinear advectionare explicitly
taken into accountin terms of the geostrophicveeringmethod
developedby Bryden[1975].
Consequently,the heat equation for 4-day to 1-month motions reducesapproximatelyto the linear balance:
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We now examine this fluctuating balance within the framework of temperature disturbances propagating as T'•
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Fig. 9. (a) Coherence
squared(72)and(b)relativephase(•b)of the
ty (v,, circles),and temperature(T, squares)between3«-month records at current meter sites 1 and 2. The closed symbols indicate
points significantlycoherentat the 90% confidencelevel. In the phase
plot (b) the bold solid line indicates the expectedphase difference
basedon observedtopographic Rossbywave dispersionparameters;

Multiplying by T' and averaging,

OT T'w'O0
ik(
fi,- c)'•+T'v,'
•--•y,
+ •zz
=0

the bold dash-dotline showsthe expectedphasedifference•b, based
on observednear-surfacemeander dispersionparameters.The 90%
confidencelevel for nonzero coherencesquaredis shown at the right
of Figure 9a.
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Figure 9b. The temperature phase lags are more scatteredbut
have the correct sign and similar trend. These observations
suggestmodeling the deep v, and T variability as fluctuations
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where primes represent the variability of a quantity on an
arbitrary time scale ß and where overbars represent the
averageof a quantity on time scalesmuch larger than •.
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Fig. 10. (a) Coherence
squared(72)and (b) phase(•b)crossspectra
betweencross-streamvelocity (v•) and temperature(T) at sites1 (solid
line), 2 (dashed line), and 3 (dotted line). The 90% confidencelevels
for nonzero coherencesquaredfor each site are indicatedby a bracket
at the right of Figure 10a.
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TABLE 2. Correlationand Ratio BetweenLocalRate of Changeof
Temperatureand Cross-Stream
Advectionof Temperaturefor
Current Meter Sites 1000 m off the Bottom

Period
Band,
days

Correlation
(Tt,vTy)
Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Ratio(Tt/vTy)
Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

0.7
1.5

0.9
1.9

0.7
2.0

4827

implies T leads rs, consistentwith the visual impression in
Figure 7. Physically,onshoremovementsof the front (increasing T) are coupled with offshore velocities(negative rs) and
vice versa.Departures from this basic 90ø phaserelationship,
of interest in determining the transfer of potential energy between the mean and fluctuating fields, are discussedin section
6.

12-48
4-10

0.15 (0.47) 0.53 (0.35) 0.41 (0.40)
0.65 (0.34) 0.33 (0.25) 0.68 (0.29)

The 95% confidencelevelsfor significantlynonzerocorrelationare
indicatedin parenthesesbesideeachcorrelationcoefficientestimate.

The real part of this equation,

With Irn(T'vs')> 0, the first two terms in (7) have the same
sign, so local temperaturechangesare reinforced,on average,
by cross-streamhorizontal advection.Kinematically, this requires that vertical advection be of leading order in (4); i.e.,
w/v > (c•z/c•y)o.
Thus on average,deepparceltrajectoriesin the
Ys,z plane are inclined at anglessteeperthan the mean crossstream slopeof the isotherms.
Table

2 lists the correlation

coefficients

between

local rate

of change of temperature and cross-streamadvection of temperature within two bands, 4-10 days and 12-48 days, for
each site. Also shown is the ratio of local rate of change to
governs the growth in time of the temperature fluctuations
horizontal advection of temperature in these two bands. In all
[Bryden,1975] asa functionof eddyheatfluxes[(T, gs)covari- casesthe correlationsare positive.The correlation in the 4-10
ance] up or down the mean temperaturegradients.The imagiday band is well above the 95% significancelevel. In the
nary part,
12-48 day band the correlation is weaker (insignificantat site
1). For the 12-48 day motions,local rate of changeof temper(6b) ature and cross-streamadvection of temperature estimated
from (7) are of similar size, whereasin the 4-10 day band,
relates the oscillation in time of the temperature field to the local rate of change is 1.5 to 2 times larger than cross-stream
quadrature spectrabetweentemperatureand velocity compo- advection. Particle trajectories of the motion are therefore innents.
clined at a slope w/v, which is about 2 to 3 times the mean
The first two terms in (6b) can be estimatedwith knowledge cross-streamslope of the isotherms(&/c•y)o,dependingon the
of the meanfields•2•and Ty•,dispersion
properties
(k, c,),and frequency band. Deep isotherm slopes are approximately
measurementsof the temperatureautospectrumand (T, v•)
quadraturespectrum.Consequently,the last term, proportion-

kciT
'2+Re(T'v,')
•y•+Re(T'w')
•zz
=0

(6a)

k(ffs
- c,)T
'2+lm(T'v,')
• +lm(T'w')
•zz
=0

al to vertical advection, can be inferred within observational

A

B

errors.

At the "steeringlevel" (t2s= c,), (6b) impliesthat local temperaturechangesc•T'/c•tare balancedby t2•c•T'/c•%.
Therefore,

Ti
T2

at this level, vertical and cross-stream advection must balance

-- corT'2 -- Im(T'vs')

+ lm(T'w')

= 0

T3

Propagation

eachother, in which casethe flow in the Ys,z plane is inclined
along isothermalsurfaces;i.e., w/v = (&/c•y)o.At deeperlevels
(t2s < c,), t2sC•T'/c•y
s plays a progressivelydecreasingrole, and
c•T'/c•tis balanced by the sum of cross-streamand vertical
advection.For the mean flows (t•s< 5 cm/s) observedat these
deepmoorings,and for c, in the range 20-40 cm/s (WJ82), (6b)
becomesapproximately

Moves

Onshore

T4

,

A•

I•r•v•e•s
øre

0•

(7)

after incorporatingthe signsof the mean temperaturegradients and noting that co,= kc,. The key to this balanceis the
quadraturespectrumbetweenT and rs.Dependingon its sign,
cross-streamadvection of temperature tends to either balance
or reinforcelocal temperaturechange.

Figure 10 showsthe crossspectrumbetweenv, and T at
eachof the currentmeter sites.The coherencesquaredat sites
2 and 3 exceedsthe 90% confidencelevel for all periodslonger
than 10 days; however, the long-period estimate at site 1
showsvery low coherence.An interestingfeatureof the v,,T
crossspectrais the differentbehaviorin the 4-10 day band at
sites 2 and 3. Near 5 days, the coherenceat site 3 reachesa
maximum, but at site 2 it is very small.This behavior is quite
similarto that observedin the (Y, T) correlations.
At all sites,however,the phaseis positive and closeto 90ø,
with the exceptionof a few of the lowest-frequencyestimates.
The quadraturespectrumlrn(T'vs')is positive.Positivephase

A

A•

B

B•

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of propagating, wavelike deformation of deep temperature contours (top) and the relationship between cross-streamparticle trajectoriesand lateral motion of the deep
temperature front (bottom) along leading edges (AA') and trailing
edges(BB') of a meandercrest.
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The reverseis true along the crest'strailing edge (BB'). As has
been pointed out by Chew [1979] and Lee and Atkinson
[1983], these cyclical patterns of upwelling and downwelling
are consistentwith a vorticity balanceprincipally betweenvertical stretchingand downstream changesin curvature vorticity. Domes of cold, upwelled water have been observedfrequently betweenmeandercrestsalong the inshoreedgeof the
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mum in coherencebetween (Y, T) near 14 days (Figure 8).
This is known to be an energetic period for topographic
Rossby waves (TRW's) in this region [Thompson, 1977], and
their presencemay explain the lack of coherencebetweenGulf
Stream displacementsand deep temperature variability at
these frequencies.In this section we examine briefly the
characteristicsof the low-frequencymotions and show that
theyare consistent
with TRW properties.
From the "Rise Array" data, Thompson[1977] has obtained
good agreementbetween observedphase propagation of mo-
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0.005,so the trajectoryslopesare approximately0.01 to 0.015.
This slopeis consistentwith the kinematicbottom boundary
condition w = va'V8hb for average bottom slopesin this
region &hb/&y
s > 0.01. Estimatesof the rms vertical velocity,

using(7), are 2-3 x 10-2 cm/s,virtuallyidenticalto a purely
kinematical estimatebased on the product of the rms cross-

slope velocity of approximately2 cm/s and 10-2 bottom
slope. This suggestsvertical stretchingis small within the
lower 1000 m and, furthermore,impliesa horizontal divergenceof 0(10- ? s-1) withinthe upper2000m. Verticalveloci-

tiesof 0(10-2) areconsistent
with Lagrangian
estimates
based
on SOFAR float trajectories at shallower levels in the Gulf
Stream(P. T. Shaw,personalcommunication,1984).

The major resultsof this sectionare summarizedin Figure
11. Leading segmentsof meander crests,as at AA', are associ-

ated with downslopeflowsand horizontalconvergence;
trailing segments,
as at BB', are associated
with upslopeflowsand
horizontaldivergence.
For example,alongthe leadingedgeof
a meandercrest (AA'), advectionof the deep isothermsby a
velocityvectorthat is steeperthan the isothermsloperesults
in an onshoredisplacementof the front; this is actually a
result of downward

and offshore advection of the isotherms.
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Fig. 13. (a) Coherence
squared(?2)and(b)relativephase(•b)cross
spectraof along-slopevelocitycomponent(ub,triangles),cross-stream
velocity(vs,circles),and temperature(T, squares)between9-month
records at current meter sites 2 and 3. The closed symbolsindicate
points significantlycoherent at the 90% confidencelevel. In (b) the

bold solid line is the expectedphase relationshipfor topographic
Rossbywave propagation;the dash-dot line, for meanderpropagation, as in Figure 9. The 90% confidencelevel for nonzero coherence
squaredis shownat the right of (a).
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TABLE 3. Eddy Statisticsand Mean-Eddy Energy Conversionsat Current Meter Sites
Period

Site
1

2
2L
3

Band,
days

cm2 s-2

u'2,

cm2 s-2

v'2,

øC2 x 10-4

T'2,

cm2 s-2

u'v',

øC cm s-• x 10-2

v'T',

cm2 s-3 x 10-6

--u'v'. uy,

-ga/Ozßv'T'. Y•,

12-48
4-10
12-48
4-10
12-48
4-10
12-48
4-10

19.17
2.26
20.44
1.19
15.36
1.39
19.38
1.30

19.60
5.90
9.62
1.71
2.52
0.62
13.14
2.46

20.10
2.29
22.20
1.34
14.15
1.40
21.58
2.34

11.36(0.59, 1.29)
0.67 (-0.22, 2.17)
5.98 (0.51, 1.40)
0.17 (-0.42, 2.33)
-0.29 (-4.40, 6.20)
-0.43 (0.63, 1.30)
10.51(0.73, 1.20)
0.24 (-0.46, 2.38)

0.56 (-8.48, 10.30)
0.83 (0.04, 1.87)
- 1.49 (- 1.40, 3.30)
-0.21 (-0.21, 2.14)
-2.01 (0.24, 1.65)
0.02 (-8.50, 10.50)
6.78 (0.38, 1.50)
0.12 (-2.80, 4.80)

7.95
0.47
4.20
0.12
-0.20
-0.30
7.35
0.17

4.28
6.21
- 11.10
-1.61
-15.10
0.13
50.82
0.91

cm2 s-3 x 10-6

The numbersenclosedin bracketsafter eachcovarianceestimateare factorsby which the estimateis multipliedto obtain the 10% and 90%
confidence limits of that covariance

estimate.

tions with periods of 8-32 days and those predicted by Rhines'
[1970] linear bottom-trapped topographic wave model. It can
be shown [Thompson and Luyten, 1976] that for sufficiently
short waves(4 _<150 km) the frequencyof the bottom-trapped
mode is given approximately by
co= FN-sin •,
where F is the bottom slope,N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency,
and • is the angle betweenthe wave number vector and upslope.As frequencyincreasesthe phasepropagatesin a direction increasinglyto the right of an observerfacing downslope.
The fluid velocity is in the plane of the wave fronts, so that in
the zero-frequencylimit the velocity fluctuations should be
along the isobaths,and in the high-frequencylimit the fluctuations should be up- and downslope. Observationally, the
principal axes of varianceand wave number vectorsare very
nearly perpendicular[Thompson,1977]. For typical regional

The phase propagation of TRW's should be offshore. Figure
9 plots the crossspectraof Uband T betweensites 1 and 2 and
Figure 13 between sites3 and 2. In each plot the leading series
is the most western, upslope site, so negative phase implies
eastward, offshore propagation. The relative phase of the velocity component Ub,essentiallythe principal axis component,
should be a reliable indicator of TRW propagation [Thompson, 1977]. Sketchedin the phase plots of Figures 9 and 13 are
the "expected" phase relationships based on observed TRW
dispersion parameters [Thompson, 1977; Thompson and

Luyten,1976]. The 3«-monthcrossspectrumbetweensites1
and 2 is not really long enough to determinethe propagation
of low-frequencymotions but has been included for completeness.

Between sites 1 and 2, both Ub and T show phase lags
consistentwith TRW propagation at the two lowest estimates,
expectedis 2rc/FN • 8 days.
near 32 and 14 days. This may be fortuitous, since the Ub
With onlypairsof currentmetersitesoccupied
simulta- coherenceis marginal at thesefrequencies.Betweensites3 and
neously, we are unable to compute wave number vectors. 2, the coherence of both Ub and T is significant near the
However, for periods greater than 12 days the principal axes 32-day period, dropping off to insignificantor marginal levels
are found to lie almost directly along the isobaths(Figure 5), at higher frequencies.The propagation is offshore in the two
suggestinga wave number vector pointing offshore.At all sites lowest bands, with the exceptionof a near-zero phaseestimate
the low-frequencykinetic energy is distributed approximately for temperaturein the 32-day band, suggestiveof along-stream
equally between anticlockwiseand clockwiserotating compo- meander propagation.
nents. This suggeststhe oscillationsare transverse,consistent
Overall, the measurementssupport offshore propagation.
with TRW kinematics.
Beyond this the reliability of phase estimatesis insufficient to
The low-frequency currents at 500 and 1000 m off the establish any firm agreement or disagreementwith details of
bottom on mooring 2 are in phase and highly coherent. The TRW dispersion.The behavior of these low-frequency mocoherencesquared between the along-slope componentsUbat tions in the presenceof the mean baroclinicity of the Gulf
these sites is shown in Figure 12. The coherenceis significant Stream as well as their possibleinteraction with Gulf Stream
for periods greater than 10 days, dropping off rapidly at meandersare interestingproblemsfor further study.
periodsshorter than the theoreticalhigh-frequencycutoff near
6.
ENERGETICS
8 days. Ho•t•7 [1981] has shown that the vertical distribution
In this section we examine the classical barotropic and
of kinetic energy near 70øW is more uniform beneath the axis
of the Gulf Stream than on either the northern
or southern
baroclinic energy exchangerates between the mean field and
linear large-scale waves [Brooks and Niiler, 1977; Webster,
sides.Interestingly, his results show a general increasein low1961] to test whether these instabilities operate in the deep
frequency kinetic energy with depth in the lower 1000 m, in
contrast to the results at mooring 2. However, as noted in layers of the Gulf Stream. The barotropic and baroclinic consection3, the three major eventsoccurringin the record 500 m version
ratesareu'v'c•t•/c•y
and
v'T'c•/c•y,
respectively
off the bottom on mooring 2 were in fact more energeticthere [Bryden, 1979], where a negative value indicates transfer from
than at 1000 m off the bottom.
the mean to the fluctuations.Of coursea completeanalysisof
The momentum flux (per unit mass) in the 10-48 day band the energy transfersrequires considerationof the full energy
is offshore,UbVb
< 0, at all sites,with magnitude• 1 cm2/s2. equation, as is treated nicely in Brooks and Niiler [1977] for
the Florida Straits. In this section the covariances and converAn offshore momentum flux implies an energy flux toward
shallower levels on the continental rise [Rhines, 1970], sup- sion rates are computedin stream coordinates,with subscript
portive of previous argumentsby Thompson[1977] and Ho•t•7 s understood.
Table 3 lists estimatesof these exchangerates within two
[1981] that the Gulf Stream may act as an energy source for
these fluctuations.
frequencybands, with periods from 4 to 10 days and 12 to 48

valuesof F (10-2) and N (10-3 S)the shortestperiodto be
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days. Uncertainties in u'v' and v'T' are typically 40-120%,
depending on the correlation coefficientand the length of the
record. Most of the u'v' estimatesin the 12-48 day band are
significant,whereasthere is greater uncertainty in the sign of
the v'T' estimates(seeTable 3). The mean cross-streamveloci-

ty gradientusedin the calculationwas •/•y = -7 x 10-7
s-•, basedon the meansat sites2 and 3; as before,•/•y is
takento be 0.50 x 10-7øC/cm.
The u'v' correlationsare generally positive within both frequency bands. (The exception is the record 500 m off the
bottom (site 2L), for which u'v'< 0 in both bands.) Since
•/•y < 0, the fluctuations here are gaining energy from the
mean kinetic energy field. In almost all cases,however, energy
conversionis dominated by the baroclinic term. The v'T' correlations are positive at sites 1 and 3 and generallynegativeat
sites 2 and 2L. (The exception is the record 500 m off the

bottom (site 2L), for which vT'> 0 in the 4-10 day band.)
Thus potential energy is transferred from the mean to the
fluctuations

at sites 1 and 3 and from the fluctuations

to the

mean at sites 2 and 2L.

Because our measurementsare in deep water, the covariances in Table 3 are typically only 2% of those reported in
shallower water off Onslow Bay [Webster, 1961;Brooks and
Bane, 1981] or in the Florida Straits [Brooks and Niiler,
1977]. Thus the energy transfer rates in thesedeep waters are
lower yet becausethe mean field gradientsare also low. Figure
14 showsthe energye-foldingtime scale(rE) for the two frequencybands, obtained by dividing the barotropic and baroclinic conversionrates at each site by the eddy energyat that
site. The sites are arranged in a way that emphasizestheir
geographic location relative to the cross-streamcoordinate:
site 3 is farthest shoreward,and sites 1 and 2 are successively
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closerto the deep stream center but still on the cyclonic side.
In the 12-48 day band the baroclinic conversion at site 3 is
large and positive (rE • 8 days); at site 1 it is much smaller,
almost neutral (rE • 90 days)' and at sites 2 and 2L it is
negative (rE • -33 and -15 days, respectively).In the 4-10
day band there is a similar tendency,although the baroclinic
conversionrate is largest at site 1 (rE • 11 days).The barotropic conversion time scales are everywhere greater than 50
days.
These results suggestthat baroclinic conversionsof either
signdominate over barotropic conversionsin deep water. One
may compute the maximum deep-water transferspossibleby
either process,assumingthat eddy potential energy is about
equal to eddy kinetic energy (an observedfact) and that u',v'
and v',T' are perfectlycovariant.The associatede-foldingtime

tively short cross-streamscale here, an important consideration for future experimentsin this region.
From these observationsit has been possibleto develop a
consistentkinematical descriptionof the relationship between
Gulf Stream meanders and the deep velocity field in this
region. Offshore movementsof the stream's axis associated
with the passageof meanderscoincidewith deep flows up the
continental rise and vice versa. Kinematically, this requires

column.
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estimatesof vertical advection of temperature required to balancelocal rate of changeof temperatureand horizontal advection of temperature.
For periods longer than about 10 days the velocity spectrum in deep water is dominated by topographically controlled motions consistentwith the propertiesof topographic
scalesare then («c•/c•y)-• 33 daysfor the barotropicterm Rossbywaves.The energyassociatedwith thesemotions is so
and {I-(go•/20z)-•/2].(c3•'/c3y)}-•
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term, indicating that there is about 10 times more mean-state be coherent with low-frequency displacementsof the Gulf
energy available to baroclinic than to barotropic conversion Stream path. This is a difficulty that will be resolvedonly by
processes.
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